
MOVING MATTERS YEAR 4 & 5 SWIMMING GALA COMPETITION REPORT
THURSDAY 9TH FEB 2023

Yesterday we had the pleasure of welcoming 9 schools
from Lambeth, Southwark and Wandsworth to
Streatham Leisure Centre for our Year 4 and 5
Swimming Gala. This is a highly anticipated competition
and we always have some really strong swimmers on
show, so the Moving Matters team were suitably
excited! The first schools began to arrive at 9.30AM and
soon the foyer and viewing gallery at Streatham Leisure
Centre was filled with excitable swimmers, proud
teachers and parents and an atmospheric buzz of
conversation.

The first gala was made up of 5 schools: our newest
member school Immanuel St Andrew’s, the
ever-present Julian’s, two teams from MM swimming
gala legends Henry Cavendish and Holy Ghost, who are the reigning champions of our last 2
galas. This gala was always going to be hotly contested.

The gala started with some
really fast lengths from Holy
Ghost, Henry Cavendish
and Julian’s in particular
and as the medals were
handed out at the end of the
races, it was difficult to say
conclusively who was in the
lead. As the competition
went on, Immanuel started
to show signs of life with
some fast swims, always
recognisable by their
impressive gold swimming
hats. The gala finished with
some highly competitive
relays that brought some of
the loudest cheers we have



heard at a competition in a long time.

The second gala was made up of 4 schools: 2 of our long-time member schools from the Gipsy
Hill Federation in Kingswood and Crawford, the competitive and ambitious Telferscot and finally
Van Gogh, who have become very familiar faces at Moving Matters competitions. This smaller
gala had a slightly more laid back feel as Telferscot largely dominated, with their wins
interspersed by a few remarkable swims from the Crawford team. All teams made themselves
proud.

A big thanks must once again go to Sonja and Ash in the MM leadership team, who expertly
managed the scoring and timekeeping of the event. They were ably supported by the Work
Experience students from St Francis Xavier, who have been working with MM staff all week. An
honourable mention must also go to Shaj, who played a key role in organising the swimmers
prior to the races and of course to MM director Rob, who pulled the strings from the viewing
gallery, greeting parents and sending the next batch of swimmers down to make the event a
smooth process

The results of the competition will be revealed over the next week or so, as our team gets
stuck into calculating the results. Keep an eye out!


